The Quickbinder from Wohlenberg is intended not only for expanding smaller-sized companies making the jump to quality book binding applications, but also for large, industrial-scale book binding companies who can utilize the machine for the production of superior, high-quality samples and editions.

Despite its compact overall size (4.1 m long, 1.8 m wide), the Quickbinder combines all the performance features of a large perfect binder. Not only can all gluing techniques be processed (hotmelt, cold glue, PUR), but the Quickbinder can also produce book blocks or brochures with gauzing (i.e. swiss-brochures, Otabind-brochures) in one working process. With a wide format range from A6 to A3 (A4 landscape) and product thicknesses up to 70 mm the Quickbinder can be used for nearly all imaginable production tasks.

A further outstanding feature of the Quickbinder is the completely motorized adjustments of all important functions for setting block thickness and cover formats – a unique feature for machines in this category. The combination of fully motorized regulation and the new Navigator graphically interactive user interface not only makes the Quickbinder easy to operate, but also enhances operating profitability as well.

Guarantees for excellent binding quality: A newly developed multiple knife head for top-quality spine preparation and perfectly functioning gluing units.
Quality doesn’t just happen - it’s the result of intensive detailed work.